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Introduction 
 

Currently, both Free Electron Lasers [FEL] and electronic colliders operate with 

high-quality low emittance beams, and collimation systems are essential to get rid of 

beam halo[1-3]. A conventional collimator system proposed for linear colliders and 

FELs consists of a series of spoilers and absorbers that serve two different functions: 

they remove particles from the beam halo and protect downstream beam-line elements 

against miss-steered or off-energy beam pulses. Electron beam collimation is 

necessary in the FEL in order to remove halo and dark current particles in the linac, 

before they impact and eventually degrade precise fields of the undulator permanent 

magnets [4]. 

Collimators are used in FLASH and European XFEL to increase the electron 

beam quality by cutting off the beam halo [1-2]. Secondary radiation occurs when 

electron beam interacts with collimators, beam diagnostic devices, and residual gas. 

Analytical methods based on the empirical formulae [5] are suited for the calculation of 

the electron interaction with the vacuum chamber residual gas, fine wires or thin 

sheets. Particle-tracking codes can be used to simulate the passage of the particles 

through the matter when particle beam interacts with the collimator, beam chamber 

walls or large pieces of instrumentation [5]. 

In general, the beam leaving the linear accelerator can have a significant halo 

extending to large amplitudes, both transversely and longitudinally due to beam-gas 

Coulomb scattering, beam-gas bremsstrahlung, Compton scattering on thermal 

photons [6], linac wake fields. Halo can be produced by the beam source (electron 

gun). The halo generation, due to beam-gas Coulomb scattering, can be reduced by a 

higher accelerating gradient, since the process probability decreases rapidly with the 

rise of electron energy, while the halo formation occurs due to beam-gas 

bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering on thermal photons scales with the length of 

the accelerator [7]. 
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The task of the beam collimation system of the electron linac-based FEL is to 

protect the undulator modules against the miss-steered beam and dark-current [8-

9].Results obtained at FLASH FEL facility have demonstrated that without collimation 

halo particle causes demagnetization of the undulator permanent magnets very quickly 

for kW beam powers. 

The study sets the objective to investigate the produced secondary radiation 

properties through numerical simulation when the electron beam particles hit collimator 

walls [10]. Using particle tracking simulation code FLUKA, the European XFEL electron 

beam, as well as beam halo interaction with the collimator, were simulated [11,1]. The 

complex geometrical shape and the material composition of the collimator have been 

taken into account. Absorbed dose spatial distribution in the material of the collimators 

and particle fluencies from the downstream surface of the collimator was simulated for 

the total secondary radiation and its main components. 

The objective of the given study is the simulation of the produced secondary 

radiation properties when the electron beam halo particles hit collimator walls [12]. 

Using particle tracking simulation code, FLUKA the European XFEL electron beam 

interaction with the titanium collimator and copper absorber of the undulator 

intersections as well as FLASH beam interaction with the tapered collimator have been 

simulated. Absorbed dose spatial distribution in the material of the collimators was 

simulated for the total secondary radiation and its important photon and neutron 

components. After irritation of the collimator material by the electron beam and residual 

dose rate was calculated. 

Advanced Research Electron Accelerator Laboratory (AREAL) is a 50 MeV 

electron linear accelerator project with a laser-driven RF gun, being constructed at the 

CANDLE Synchrotron Research Institute [13]. In addition to applications in life and 

materials sciences, the project aims at serving as a test facility for advanced 

accelerator and radiation source concepts. This work presents the AREAL RF photo-

injector performance, the facility design considerations and its highlights in the fields of 
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free electron laser, the study of new high frequency accelerating structures, the beam 

micro-bunching, and wake-field acceleration concepts. 

The AREAL linear accelerator will produce an electron beam with 5 MeV energy 

and further upgrade up to  [14]. The construction of the beam diagnostic 

section of complex shape and layout is planned at the first stage of the operation, thus 

making the radiation source definition difficult. FLUKA particle tracking simulation code 

was used to calculate produced radiation dose rates and define an appropriate 

radiation shielding. 

The interaction of the AREAL photoelectron gun beam with the matter was 

simulated applying Particle tracking software [15]. The produced secondary particle 

fluxes produced at the certain places of interest within the AREAL facility experimental 

hall were calculated utilizing the data obtained by the electron beam diagnostic system; 

particularly, Faraday Cups (FC) and YAG screen stations. Absorbed dose rate has 

been measured by high precision ion chamber dosimeter, capable to measure 

radiation produced by the high-frequency pulsed source. The comparison of the 

simulation and dose measurement results allows validation of the calculation methods 

and beam diagnostic data. Particularly, ion chamber measurement of the dose creates 

an opportunity to estimate the beam energy spread more accurately. 

The AREA Laser-driven RF gun provides 2–5 MeV energy ultra-short electron 

pulses for experimental study in life and materials sciences [16]. Ports were the first 

experimental results of the AREAL beam application in the study of molecular-genetic 

effects, silicon-dielectric structures, ferroelectric nano-films, and single crystals for 

scintillators. 

An important part of the work concerns the study of the ~5 MeV electron beam 

interaction with the thin layer experimental sample at the AREAL electron linear 

accelerator [17]. The necessary exposure time and the irradiation effect parameters 

calculations have been performed using measured parameters of the beam and 

numerical simulations applying particle transport code FLUKA [11]. Numerical 
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simulations with FLUKA provide the estimation of the absorbed dose - the main 

parameter that defines the amount of the radiation-induced crystalline structure 

defects. Calculations have been conducted for the experimental study of the irradiation 

effects on the parameters of the ferromagnetic composition  - Barium-

Strontium-Titanate (BST) thin film. The main goal reached is the calculation of the 

required exposure time taking into account beam intensity, energy, spatial and angular 

distributions, and experimental sample geometrical shape, size, composition, and 

disposition for obtaining the intended value of the absorbed dose. Beam parameters 

used for numerical simulations have been obtained from beam diagnostic 

measurements. 

The thesis consists of an introduction, four chapters, a summary, and a 

bibliography. The introduction presents a short review of the actuality of problems and 

the main outcomes of the thesis. 

The first chapter of study is devoted to the beam halo research, using computer 

simulation of the high energy electron beam interaction with collimators at FLASH and 

European XFEL. The beam collimation systems are applied to get rid of beam halo. 

The XFEL main collimator CL.COLM(4 collimators) is a system consisting of 4 

Titanium alloy tubes (diameters are 4, 6, 8 and 20 mm) distributed vertically, internal 

pure Al block and outer Copper block(length=50cm) with brazed cooling tubes[18]. The 

collimator with its movers will be located inside the steel housing (length=1m), in a 

vacuum. In numerical calculations with FLUKA, only the main characteristics of 

geometry have been taken into account. Therefore, somewhat simplified geometry was 

used in calculations, which includes only the main collimator block, steel housing and 

beam pipe (with 40.5mm diameters). The thickness of the titanium tubes and beam 

pipe wall is 2 mm. All tubes (0.5m long) are not tapered. Vertical direction movers 

enable the usage of any of four aperture of the collimator. The general view does not 

correspond to the exact final design. 

Collimators are used in FLASH and European XFEL to cut off electron beam 

halo [1,2]. Secondary radiation is emitted when electron beam interacts with 
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collimators, beam diagnostic devices, and residual gas. Analytical methods based on 

the empirical formulae [5] are suited for the calculation of the electron interaction with 

the vacuum chamber residual gas, fine wires or thin sheets. Particle-tracking codes 

can be used to simulate the passage of the particles through the matter, when particle 

beam interacts with the collimator, beam chamber walls or large pieces of 

instrumentation. We will use FLUKA to simulate the interaction of the electron beam 

with the FLASH and European XFEL collimators made of Titanium and Copper [11]. 

Radiation study applying particle simulation code is instrumental for validation of 

the collimators material and geometry choices. It also gives an opportunity to design an 

appropriate shielding to protect personnel and prevent the radiation damage of the 

sensitive equipment and electronics. 

The results of the simulations of the beam impact on the collimator wall show 

that downstream to collimator outside beam pipe dose rate (Dose-Equivalent) reaches 

to a few Pico Sieverts  per primary electron. 

In order to find the effectiveness of the collimator in reducing a beam halo were 

stimulated the interaction of the two different types of halo with the collimator. The 

parameters of the electrons coming out from the downstream surface of the collimator 

were transferred to the entrance of the next collimator at the EXFEL collimator section 

using linear transfer matrices. 

The second chapter of the thesis is devoted to AREAL linear accelerator 5 MeV 

electron beam interaction with the matter. AREAL uses laser-driven RF gun based on 

electron linear accelerator project aiming to produce small emittance ultra-short 

electron beam pulses for advanced experiments. It is capable of producing 5 MeV 

beam with beam current equal to 200 pC [19]. Along with laser-driven RF gun two 

acceleration structures will permit electron beam energy to reach the energy of 20 MeV 

and further up to 50 MeV. 

The second chapter of the study concerns to the radiation safety calculations at 

AREAL facility and near premises, since secondary radiation sources rose due to the 
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interaction of the beam electrons with the matter of beam dump target, vacuum 

chamber walls, beam detectors, and diagnostic equipment. Radiation doses are 

calculated applying FLUKA particle tracking code [11]. Concrete walls of the machine 

tunnel as well as movable shielding walls constructed of Led and concrete bricks 

contribution to radiation level outside of tunnel well below the natural background. 

 The secondary radiation has been generated when the electron beam interacts 

with the material on the beam trajectory (beam dump target, beam pipe walls, 

detectors and beam diagnostic equipment). In the current study low energy electron 

beam interaction with matter has been investigated by means of applying both 

numerical simulation and experimental measurement methods. For the determination 

of radiation field (radiation dose and its spatial and angular distribution in the AREAL 

machine hall and neigh boring rooms) by computer simulation of the beam interaction 

with matter has been performed along with the direct measurement of the radiation 

dose rates. FLUKA Monte Carlo particle transport code has been used [20,21]. The 

radiation dose simulations using digital simulation computer codes are necessary for 

the design and development of the adequate radiation shielding and for the planning of 

the radiation protection measures in the stages of the particle accelerator construction, 

operation and update. The choice of the FLUKA code is based on the consideration 

that an operational up to date version of the code is available and FLUKA gives an 

opportunity to track the particles to the low energies consuming reasonably affordable 

computational resources and time. 

Both calculation data based on numerical simulation and dose measurements 

proved that radiation dose levels in the AREAL machine hall and experimental rooms 

were under the control and completely conform to the radiation safety requirements for 

equipment and personnel. 

It is shown that the insertion of 10 cm Led shielding around dump reduces the 

concrete thickness to 50 cm. It also includes the contingency that takes into account 

possible deviations of the concrete parameters from the design values, e.g. density, 
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homogeneity, isotropy, and chemical composition. Dose measurements by high 

precision ion chamber dose meter have been carried out and satisfactory agreement 

between measurement results and the numerical simulation results has been found. 

Safety requirements in the AREAL machine hall and experimental rooms for equipment 

and personnel in AREAL up to 5MeV energies are confirmed. 

The third chapter of the given dissertation is devoted to the material irradiation 

related scientific research experiments at the AREAL linear accelerator applying low 

energy electron beam. Due to small emittance ultra-short electron beam pulses, 

AREAL is attractive for a wide range of advanced experimental studies such as 

radiobiology, molecular physics, solid-state physics, and microelectronics. The usage 

of the AREAL electron beams in the fields of life and materials sciences is an important 

issue for exploiting the facility’s full potential and its development. 

An experimental study has been carried out at the AREAL linear accelerator 

aiming at the investigation of the effect of the irradiation by the 4.2 MeV electron beam 

on the electrical properties of the ferroelectric composition  (BST). 

Ferroelectric thin films, particularly BS-based ones, have wide applications in 

multifunctional microelectronic devices [22-23]. The electric, dielectric, and Ferro-

electric characteristics of these thin films can be modified via electron irradiation 

leading to microelectronic devices new performance [24–28]. The BST thin films have 

a low-frequency dependence of the relative permittivity and dielectric losses. Those 

dependencies can be substantially changed by the samples electron irradiation 

producing thin films with the properties adapted to the requirements of the application. 

The 4 MeV electron beam irradiation effects on the electric, dielectric, and ferroelectric 

properties of the BST film-based sensor have been studied in the frequency range 

from 100 Hz to 1 MHz’s. 

The paper is focused on the methods of the calculation of experimental sample 

irradiation parameters based on beam parameters measurement and numerical 

simulation study of the electron beam interaction with the BST material thin layer.  
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FLUKA simulations have been conducted aimed at the calculation of the 

required exposure time to provide necessary irradiation dose for the given beam 

parameters (energy, current, spatial sizes and divergence). Input parameters for 

FLUKA simulations of the electron beam interaction with experimental sample have 

been defined relying on two sets of the data. Beam diagnostic measurements results 

have been combined with the sample geometrical and composition parameters. 

Calculated absorbed dose spatial distribution within the volume of the BST thin film has 

turned to be essentially uniform 

The main outcomes of the dissertation are the following: 

 The European XFEL electron beam interaction with the complex shape 

collimators and copper absorbers in the undulator intersections as well as 

FLASH FEL beam interaction with the tapered collimator were simulated 

applying particle tracking simulation code FLUKA.  

 The simulations results indicate that two collimators (out of 4 installed) are 

enough to get rid of the halo entering the collimator section effectively.  

 The results of the simulations of the beam impact on the collimator wall show 

that downstream to single collimator outside beam pipe dose rate (Dose-

Equivalent) reaches to a few Pico Sieverts (≤10 pSv) per primary electron. 

 The results of digital simulations of the FLASH FEL beam interaction with the 

tapered collimator yield data that have been useful for efforts toward the 

minimization of the degradation effect of radiation on the undulator 

permanent magnet blocks.  

 FLUKA simulations of the secondary radiation field at AREAL machine hall 

and experimental rooms have been performed. Input parameters for the 

simulated beam have been derived from the beam diagnostic 

measurements. 

 Dose rate measurement results have been compared with the values of 

numerical simulations and satisfactory agreement has been found thus 

validating the choice of simulation method. 
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 Dose measurement data were used to improve the accuracy of the beam 

diagnostic data. It was found particularly that the beam initial energy spread 

was about 1.5%.  

 Numerical simulation and dose measurement gave data allowing 

development of the necessary radiation shielding and protection walls to 

ensure that radiation dose levels in the AREAL machine hall and 

experimental rooms conform to the radiation safety requirements for 

equipment and personnel. 

 FLUKA simulations has been conducted aimed at calculation of the required 

exposure time to provide necessary irradiation dose for the given beam 

parameters (energy, current, spatial sizes and divergence). 

 Beam diagnostic measurements results have been combined with the 

experimental sample geometrical and composition parameters and digital 

simulations of the electronic beam interaction with the experimental 

equipment have been performed. 

 Absorbed dose spatial distributions within the volume of the experimental 

samples have been found via digital simulations. Calculated absorbed dose 

spatial distribution within the volume of the BST thin film has turned to be 

essentially uniform. 

The study outcomes have been reported at international conferences, during the 

seminars at CANDLE Synchrotron Research Institute, Yerevan State University, DESY 

and are published in various scientific journals. 
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Chapter 1: Particle Tracking Simulation Study of the Electron 

Beam Interaction with the DESY FLASH and EXFEL Collimators 

Systems 

1.1 Introduction 

The objective of the study presented is the investigation of the produced 

secondary radiation properties when the electron beam particles hit collimator walls. 

Using particle tracking simulation code, FLUKA the European XFEL electron 

beam interaction with the titanium collimator and copper absorber in the undulator 

intersections as well as FLASH beam interaction with the tapered collimator was 

simulated.  

Absorbed dose spatial distribution in the material of the collimators was 

simulated for the total secondary radiation and its important components gamma and 

neutron components. The energy spectrum of the produced total radiation and its 

photon, neutron components were calculated. Angular and spectral double differential 

distributions of the radiation energy emitted by collimator surfaces were obtained. 

Residual dose rate after irritation of the collimator material by the electron beam 

was found. 

Analytical methods based on the empirical formulae [5] are suited for the 

calculation of the electron interaction with the vacuum chamber residual gas, tin wires 

or thin sheets. Particle-tracking codes can be used to simulate the passage of the 

particles through the matter when particle beam interacts with the collimator, beam 

chamber walls or large pieces of instrumentation. FLUKA software package have been 

applied to simulate the interaction of the electron beam with the FLASH and European 

XFEL collimators [11]. 

Bremsstrahlung radiation occurs when an electron beam interacts with 

collimators, beam diagnostic devices, and residual gas. Although electrons interact 
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with matter through various mechanisms (ionization, Moller scattering, bremsstrahlung, 

electron-positron pair production, etc.) in a few GeV energy region bremsstrahlung is 

the leading process. An important of objective the current study is the calculation of the 

effects of the electron beam interaction with the medium since bremsstrahlung 

radiation overlaps with the FEL radiation and it is necessary to evaluate 

bremsstrahlung contribution to the total radiation at the undulator exit. Since there is a 

rather long strait part of the beam vacuum chamber next to the undulator section, 

bremsstrahlung photons produced at any point may reach beam line end. Produced 

bremsstrahlung radiation can cause unwanted heat loads when incident on the 

instrumentation pieces downstream. 

 Bremsstrahlung causes beam energy losses and widens beam energy spread, 

thus degrading FEL performance. Actually, an electron can lose its entire energy in the 

single bremsstrahlung event.  

In some cases, electron beam encounters with enough amount of the material 

allowing several interaction events to occur. That process takes place when beam 

interacts with the collimators, screens with slits, windows frames, etc. In the case of the 

beam incident on the collimator or beam pipe wall an electromagnetic shower can be 

developed. In those cases, interaction process should be studied applying full-featured 

particle tracking simulation codes. In the case of the beam impact on the beam 

scanner thin wire or vacuum chamber residual gas molecules, only one interaction act 

takes place and analytical approach suffices.  

1.2 Energy Loss by Electrons 

Electrons interact with material through several mechanisms: 

Ionization  ; 

Moller scattering   ; 

Bremsstrahlung ; 
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Pair production  ; 

etc.  

Electron (positron) scattering is considered as ionization when the energy loss 

per collision is below , and as Möller's (Bhabha) scattering when it is above. 

At high energies (starting from a few tens of MeVs) bremsstrahlung mechanism 

prevails. 

1.3 Energy loss by ionisation (electron and positron)  

In collisions of charged particles with a matter occurring excitation and 

ionization. Energy loss during bremsstrahlung must also be considered for relativistic 

particles. Interacting neutral particles must produce charged particles, which are then 

detected during their specific interaction processes. For photons these processes are 

known as Compton scattering, photoelectric effect and pair production of electrons. 

The electron can be observed through a sensitive ionization detector, which is 

generated during photon interactions. 

Exact calculation taking into account the specific differences between the 

incident heavy particles and electrons gives a more accurate formula for the loss of 

electron energy as a result of ionization and excitation [29]. 

    

(1.1) 

This expression agrees with the general Bethe–Bloch relation within . 

The kinematics of electron-electron collisions and screening effects also it takes into 

account. 

The treatment of the ionisation loss of positrons is similar to that of electrons if 

one considers that these particles are of equal mass, but not identical charge. 

For completeness, we also give the ionisation loss of positrons [30]: 
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  (1.2) 

Since positrons are antiparticles of electrons, there is, however, an additional 

consideration: if positrons come to rest, they will annihilate with an electron normally 

into two photons which are emitted anticollinearly. Both photons have energies of 

 in the centre-of-mass system, corresponding to the rest mass of the electrons. 

The cross section for annihilation in flight is given by [30] 

                           (1.3) 

More details about the ionisation process of elementary particles, in particular, 

its spin dependence, can be taken from the books of Rossi and Sitar et al. [31-33]. 

1.4 Energy loses by  via collision  

For electrons and positrons, stopping power is different from stopping the power 

of heavy particles. The difference is kinematics, charge, spin and the characteristics of 

the electron that causing ionization. A large part of electron's energy transfers to 

atomic electrons (taken as free), which is described by the Møller cross section. In a 

single collision the maximum energy transition equals to total kinetic energy 

, but in case of identical particles, the maximum is half of this at 

 (The results will be the same if transferred energy equals  or . The 

stopping power calculation is done for the faster of the two emerging electrons by 

convention). In the formula provided below stopping power is the first moment of the 

Møller cross section [34] (divided by dx)   

(1.4) 

By substituting a logarithmic term in the Bethe equation by 

 it can be compared with the logarithmic part in the formula 

shown above. The two forms differ by . For describing electron-positron scattering a 
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more complicated cross sectional formula called Bhabha cross section is used [34].  

The identical particle problem doesn't exist in this case so we can consider that 

. The first moment of the Bhabha equation results to the 

following. 

(1.5) 

Density effect correction δ was added to Uehling’s equations [34] by following 

ICRU 37 [35] in both cases. 

According to Figure 1.1 stopping powers for  and heavy particles do not 

differ dramatically. In silicon material, the minimum value for  is  (at 

); for positrons,  (at ), and for  (at 

). 

1.5 Radiation Length 

High-energy electrons interact with matter, mainly by bremsstrahlung while high-

energy photons interact by electron-positron pair production. The characteristic amount 

of matter, traversed by those particles is called the radiation length  (measured in 

gram cm
−2

). The radiation length is the mean distance over which a high-energy 

electron loses all but  of its energy by bremsstrahlung. Equivalently, it is the 7/9 

part of the mean free path for pair production by a high-energy photon [36]. For high-

energy electromagnetic cascades, the radiation length is also suitable. In Eq. (1.6) it is 

shown   calculation which is tabulated by Y.S. Tsai [37]: 
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Figure 1.1: Fractional energy loss per radiation length in lead as a function of electron 

or position energy. 
 

                                                        (1.6) 

For .  and  are given 

in Table 1.1. The function  is an infinite sum. All elements up to uranium can be 

represented to 4-place accuracy by the following formula 

 

where  [38]. 

For the mixed compound radiation, the length can be approximated by the 

following formula  where  and  are the fractions by weight and the 

radiation length for the j-th element. 

Although there are accurate formulae to calculate, O. I. Dahl provides a compact 

fit to the data [5]: 

                                  (1.7) 

where  is the atomic mass and  is the atomic number of the absorber. 
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Table 1.1. Tsai’s  and   for use in calculating the radiation length Eq.(1.6)  

    

    

    

    

    

    

Results obtained using this formula agree with Tsai’s accurate formulae to better 

than  for all elements. The radiation associated with the mixture or compound may 

be approximated by the formula , where  and are the fractions by 

weight and the radiation length for the  element. 

1.6 Bremsstrahlung  

A bremsstrahlung loses rate of electron energy is nearly proportional to its 

energy, while the ionization loss rate varies only logarithmically depending on electron 

energy. The critical energy is sometimes defined as the energy at which the two loss 

rates are equal. The value of the critical energy when bremsstrahlung starts to prevail 

over ionization mechanism can be obtained by the expressions:   for solids 

and liquids and  for the gases. Alternatively, Rossi [39] defines the critical 

energy as the energy at which the ionization loss per radiation length is equal to the 

energy of electron. Experimental results prove that Rossi’s form of the critical energy 

definition describes transverse electromagnetic shower development more accurately 

[5]. 

Bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted when the fast-moving charged particle is 

decelerated in the Coulomb field of the atoms. Though radiation takes place mainly 

due to the field of the nuclei, atomic electrons also contribute to the process. Since the 
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probability of the bremsstrahlung process is proportional to the  (  is the mass of 

the particle), starting from a few tens MeV, bremsstrahlung becomes the dominant 

process in the interaction of lightest charged particles electrons and positrons with the 

most materials. Bremsstrahlung process probability increases with the  (  is the 

atomic number). 

Bethe-Heitler formula gives the energy loss rate  

                                          (1.8) 

where  is the concentration of the atoms,  is the fine structure constant, 

 and it is assumed, that the electrons' kinetic energy 

. This condition ensures consideration of the full screening effect. 

The electron cloud of the atoms contributes to the bremsstrahlung proportional to . 

Radiation spectrum calculation cannot be accurate without taking into account the co-

called LPM effect [5]. 

The bremsstrahlung spectrum cross section approximation in the “complete 

screening case” at high energies can be done by the formula [37] 

    

(1.9) 

where  is the part of the electron’s energy transferred to the radiated photon. At 

small  which is the case of “infrared limit” the term on the second line varies from  

(low Z) to  (high Z) of the total/ If it is neglected and the first line shortened with the 

definition of  given in Eq. (1.6), we have  

                                   (1.10) 

Top curve in Figure 1.2 shows cross this section (times ). This formula takes 

place except for the point  and  . In  case, screening may become 
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incomplete, and  case, infrared divergence is removed by the interference of 

bremsstrahlung amplitudes from nearby scattering canters (the LPM effect) [40,41] and 

dielectric suppression [42,43]. 

 
Figure 1.2:  Dependence of the normalized bremsstrahlung cross section k  

versus the fractional photon energy  in lead. The vertical axis's unit containsis 

photons per radiation length. 

One can obtain the expression for the energy loss rate . Thus, 

energy loss per unit path length is proportional to the energy of the charged particle 

and charged particle energy attenuation takes place exponentially: 

                                   (1.11) 

The number of photons with energies between and radiated by an electron 

traveling a distance  is 

                                    (1.12) 

The mean value of the photon emission in the bremsstrahlung process does not 

depend on the photon energy. It can be found from the formula 

                                                             (1.13) 
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1.7 Electromagnetic Cascade 

When thick absorber is hit by high-energy electron or photon it initiates an 

electromagnetic cascade as pair production and more electrons and photons with 

lower energy are generated by bremsstrahlung. The cascade evolution in the 

longitudinal direction is governed by the high-energy particles and therefore scales as 

the radiation length in the material. Electrons’ energy decreases and falls below the 

critical energy, and later dissipates it by ionization and excitation rather than by the 

creation of more shower particles. It is convenient in describing electromagnetic 

showers behavior to bring up the scale variables . With this 

convention, distance is measured in units of radiation length and energy in units of 

critical energy. 

In Figure 1.3, longitudinal profiles are shown from the simulation of a 30 GeV 

electron-induced cascade in iron by EGS4 [44]. The number of secondary particles 

which are crossing a plane (very close to Rossi’s  function [45]) is depends very 

sensitively on the cutoff energy, here chosen as the a total energy of  for both  

 and . The number of electrons decreases more drastically than energy 

deposition. This happens because when increasing the depth at a larger portion of the 

cascade the energy is carried by photons. Calorimeter measurement depends on the 

device characteristics, but however, it is not likely to be exactly any of the profiles 

shown in Figure 1.1. In case of gas- based counters, it may be very close to the 

electron number, but in case of glass- based "Cherenkov" detectors, which have “thick” 

sensitive regions, it is closer to the energy deposition (total track length). In 

"Cherenkov" detectors, the detectors the signal is proportional to the “detectable” track 

length  which is in usually less than the total track length . Real devices are 

sensitive to particles with energy higher than some threshold , and 

. An analytic formula for  is obtained by Rossi [45] is given 

by Fabjan in [46]; see also Amaldi [47]. 
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The energy deposition mean longitudinal profile in an electromagnetic cascade 

is described in details by a gamma distribution [48]: 

                                               (1.14) 

The maximum  occurs at . Fits to shower profiles in elements 

from carbon to uranium, at energies from  to . The energy deposition 

profiles are well described by Eq. (1.14) with 

                  (1.15) 

where  for electron-induced cascades and  for photon-

induced cascades. To use Eq. (1.14), one finds  from Eq. (1.15), then finds 

either by considering  or by finding a more accurate value Figure 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.3: 30 GeV electron-induced cascade simulation in iron. Fractional energy 

deposition per radiation length is shown by the histogram, and the curve is a gamma-

function fit to the distribution. 

The results are identical for the electron number profiles, but it depends on the 

atomic number of the medium. The same form for the electron number maximum was 

obtained by Rossi in the assumption, but with and ; we regard this 

as superseded by the EGS4 result. 
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Parameterization of “shower length”  is done less conveniently, since 

 depends upon both  and incident energy, as shown in Figure 1.4. As a 

consequence of this  dependence, the number of electrons that are crossing a plane 

near shower maximum is underestimated using the approximation of Rossi for carbon 

and significantly overestimated for uranium. Necessarily the same b values are 

obtained for incident  and . For most cases, it is sufficient to take . 

Ultra-high energy photons and electrons have a greater length of showers than 

at lower energies since the first or first few lengths of interaction are increased by the 

mechanisms described above. 

Near the origin, the EGS4 cascade (or a real cascade) increases more sharply, 

whereas the gamma function distribution is very flat. As a result (Eq. 1.14) fails 

abominably. For the first two radiation lengths cases; it was necessary to remove this 

region in making fits. 

 

Figure 1.4: Scale factor b fit values for energy deposition profiles for a variety of 

elements for incident electrons with . 

Since fluctuations play an important role, (Eq.1.14) should be used only in 

applications where mean behavior is adequate. Fast simulation algorithms were 

developed by Grindhammer et al. in which the fluctuation and correlation of  and  are 

obtained by mapping (Eq. 1.14) to individually simulated cascades. Then from the 
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correlated distributions [49] generated profiles for cascades using  and  were 

chosen. 

The development of electromagnetic showers in the transverse direction in 

different materials scales quite accurately with the Moliere radius , given by [50,51] 

 , where , and the Rossi definition of  is used. 

In a material with weight fraction  of the element, with radiation length  and 

critical energy , the Moliere radius is expressed by 

                                                       (1.16) 

Lateral distribution measurements in electromagnetic cascades are depicted in 

[50,51]. On the average, only  of the electrons' energy lies outside the cylinder with 

radius . About  falls inside of , but at this radius and beyond composition 

effects play an important role and the scaling with   fails. The distributions are 

represented by a narrow core, and broaden as the shower develops. They are often 

represented as the sum of two Gaussians, and Grindhammer [49] definses them with 

the function 

                                                             (1.17) 

where  is a phenomenological function of  and . The LPM effect  

reduces the cross sections for bremsstrahlung and pair production at high energies 

and hence can cause significant elongation of electromagnetic cascades [41]. 

1.8 Simulation Methods 

In modern particle physics, Monte Carlo simulations and the corresponding 

software packages are of essential importance, as they can help to understand the 

underlying physical processes of measured data or estimate physical quantities without 

measuring. As far as computer power increased, simulation time decreased and 

allowed to perform particle shower calculations for radiation safety studies also in 
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complex geometries within the reasonable time. Within the scopes of the given thesis 

paper, the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [11,45] was used for radiological estimations and 

is, therefore, discussed more in detail in the following paragraphs. 

1.9 FLUKA 

In the given thesis, the FLUKA code [11, 52] was used to perform all the 

simulations. FLUKA is a Monte Carlo based simulation program specialized for particle 

physics related problems. FLUKA is a particle transport calculation tool and it has a 

wide range of applications where particles interact with matter, for example,  electron 

accelerator shielding, dosimetry related problems, detector design, radiotherapy, 

cosmic rays, activation, neutrino physics, Accelerator Systems, radiobiology. 

It was developed and is maintained under an INFN-CERN agreement. The 

highest priority of the FLUKA support team is improving and keeping it up to date with 

the current development of physics models. Modern physical models are continuously 

considered in the design and development of FLUKA.  

Microscopic models are considered whenever possible. 

Conservation laws are taken into account and consistency among all the 

reaction types and steps is ensured at each step of the calculation. FLUKA verifies all 

results against experimental data after each interaction of particles.  

Finally, all predictions are obtained using a minimal set of parameters fixed for 

all energy/projectile/target combinations. As a result, in complex cases, scaling laws 

and properties originate from the underlying models of physics. When no experimental 

data are available, FULKA predicts the outcome of interaction event by taking into 

account correlations within interactions. 

The FLUKA physical models are explained in a number of journals and 

conference publications [53-56]; on the technical side, the focus has been put on four 

obviously conflicting requirements, such as efficiency, accuracy, flexibility, and 

consistency. FLUKA can simulate with high precision the interaction and transportation 
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in a matter of about 60 different particles such as electrons and photons from 1 keV to 

thousands of TeV, muons of all energies, hadrons of any energy up to 20 TeV, 

neutrinos and all the antiparticles, heavy ions and neutrons with the thermal energies. 

FLUKA package can also transport optical photons and polarized photons of 

synchrotron radiation. Tracking of emitted radiation and time evolution from unstable 

residual nuclei is calculated online. 

FLUKA can handle from simple up to very complex geometrical setups. It uses 

an improved version of popular Combinatorial Geometry (CG) package. The CG of 

FLUKA has been programmed to track precisely also charged particles in the presence 

of electric and magnetic fields. Various visualization and debugging tools are also 

available. For most cases, no programming skills are required from the user. However, 

a number of so-called user interface routines (using Fortran 77) are available for use 

with special requirements (FLUKA, 2010). 

For many years, FLUKA has been known as one of the main tools for designing 

shielding of proton accelerators in the multi-GeV energy range (its hadron event 

generator has been adopted by the majority of the existing high-energy transport 

codes, including those used for particle physics simulations). In the recent years, 

however, FLUKA has gone through an important process of transformation, which has 

converted it from a specialized to a multi-purpose program, not restricted to a limited 

family of particles or to a particular energy domain. If in its original high energy field 

FLUKA has few competitors, this is not the case in the intermediate and low energy 

range, where several well-established transport codes exist. However, FLUKA can 

compare favourably with most of them, thanks to some important assets. One of them 

is the adoption of modern physical models, especially in the description of nuclear 

interactions. Some of these models have even been updated and extended with 

original contributions. Other advantages are the special care devoted to low-energy 

electromagnetic effects and the accurate combined treatment of multiple scattering and 

magnetic fields near material boundaries, essential for a correct simulation of many 

synchrotron radiation problems[56]. In the recent years, FLUKA has been widely used 
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in the medical field to study different kinds of applications [57-61]: even if FLUKA has 

been validated in the high energy range [62,63], no specific validations in the energy 

range of medical application have been published. As the following chapters of the 

given work show, a careful validation of FLUKA, in terms of physical and transport 

parameters, was conducted in the energy range of interest in the medical field.  

FLUKA reads user input from an ASCII text file. The input consists of a number 

of “commands” (which are called “options”), each consisting of one to multiple “lines” 

(which are called “cards” for historical reasons). Each card contains one keyword (the 

name of the command), six floating-point values called WHATs and one character 

string called SDUM. The specific structure of a FLUKA input file requires using the 

following [11]: 

 Titles (labels)  and comments used for documenting input file (which is optional, 

but recommended) 

 Description of the setup geometry (bodies and surfaces), (required) 

 Detailed specification of the materials (required, if pre-defined materials are 

used it can be omitted) 

 Material correspondence (assigning materials to a region, required) 

 Defining particle source (required) 

 Defining of the requested “detectors”. Each detector is a phase space domain 

(particle energy and direction, the region of space) where one wants to simulate 

the probable value of a physical quantity, for example, dose, energy deposition, 

fluence, etc.  

 Defining biasing schemes (optional) 

 Defining problem settings (energy cut-offs, step size), physical effects not 

required for calculation by default, particles to be omitted during  transportation, 

etc. (optional) 
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 Setup of the random number sequence (required if a statistical error estimation 

is requested) 

 Starting condition and number of requested runs (required) 

Additionally, special commands are available for more complex problems 

involving magnetic and electric fields time-dependent calculations, logging of history 

files (which are called “collision tapes”), optical photons transport, event-by-event 

scoring, calling custom-written routines, etc.  

FLUKA offers several different built-in estimators, which are available directly 

from the input file. FLUKA users can request scoring the built-in available quantities 

they are interested in. 

In the presented work DEFAULT card with NEW-DEFA option was used in all 

calculations and photonuclear interactions were activated via PHOTONUC card. Filters 

are defined (with AUXSCORE cards) in order to filter calculated quantities by particles, 

in this case, by neutrons and photons. 

 USRBIN scoring card with generalized particle type DOSE used in order to 

calculate dose distribution in space.  

 Average differential fluence as a function of energy in a given region was 

calculated using USRTACK card with the generalized particle type 

ENERGY.   

 Double differential distributions of particles’ energy and angle across a 

boundary surface of the target were calculated using USRBDX card with 

the generalized particle type ENERGY.  

 

The residual dose rate was calculated by the one-step method using 

RADDECAY, IRRPROFI, DCYSCORE, DCYTIMES cards. 
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1.10 Flair 

Flair [64] is an advanced graphical (user interface) UI for FLUKA, to enable the 

user to control FLUKA tasks completely using GUI environment with no need for 

command-line use. Flair is an integrated development environment (called shortly IDE) 

for FLUKA. It gives functionality for the post-processing of the output file. A big focus 

has been set on the creation and debugging of error-free input files. It includes a fully 

featured UI for modifying the input files in a human-friendly way with syntax checking, 

without hiding the native functions of FLUKA from the users. FLAIR also provides tools 

for building the executable, geometry debugging, code running, monitoring the status 

of many runs, output files inspection, binary files post-processing (e.g. data merging) 

and UI to plotting results like Gnuplot and PovRay in Figure 1.5. 

 It also includes a built-in database of selected properties of all so far known 

nuclides and their known isotopic structure as well as a database of ~250 predefined 

materials with their physical parameters [64]. The program is also provided with a built-

in Geometry Editor that allows for working on 2D cross-sections of the geometry, the 

visual editing of the 2D geometry interactively, debugging of bodies/regions in a 

graphical way and a fast 3D rendering of the geometry. 

 

Figure 1.5: The FLUKA graphical interface Flair (v 2.0-8). 
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1.11 SimpleGeo 

SimpleGeo [64] is an interactive 3D solid modelling program, which enables the 

flexible and easy creation of the geometric models via drag & drop UI, as well as on-

the-fly debugging. The program includes new debugging means, based on stochastic 

and deterministic methods, in order to verify the created geometry with instant visual 

feedback of problematic regions. While the developing and the maintenance of Flair 

are strictly connected to the development of FLUKA, SimpleGeo is an independent 

project developed at CERN and specifically created to unify the various geometry 

modelling processes and syntaxes of radiation transport codes. Furthermore, even if 

with the last releases of Flair the potential of the geometry editor was continuously 

increased, SimpleGeo still remains very helpful in the developing of complex 

geometries.  

Building geometries for particle tracking problems is one of the large time-

consuming tasks. The main approach of radiation tracking codes is based on 

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), and textual input is required. This makes the 

building of models a boring and error-prone task, which is particularly hard to master 

for beginner users. The program allows the user to build geometries in interactive 

mode using several basic objects, which are connected by Boolean operations. 

SimpleGeo has a native scripting language, which enables and facilitates parametric 

modelling. This scripting language has access to all parts of the modelling kernel and 

lets the user implement custom specific functionality himself. The program currently 

allows for importing as well as viewing of FLUKA. In addition to that, the user can build 

geometries from scratch and export to FLUKA. A number of plugins are under 

development to extend the functionality of SimpleGeo beyond solid modelling. The 

plugins ( e.g. 3
rd

 party extensions for SimpleGeo) used in the given dissertation paper 

are the DaVis3D, which enable for displaying data of physical quantities obtained from 

FLUKA simulation on top of the geometry Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6: Interface of the 3D digital modeller SimpleGeo (v 4.3.3). 

1.12 Beam Halo 

After originating in the injector the electron beam has to be manipulated 

continually. It is required in order to ensure that it follows the desired trajectory. The 

components used to manipulate the electron beam in the beam pipe are the bending, 

corrector and focusing magnets. For circulation of electron beam bending magnets are 

used while focusing magnets are used to direct the electron beam envelope towards 

the propagation axis. 

Some portion of created electrons will not be contained within the core electron 

beam. Some of them will exist between the beam pipe inner surface and the core 

beam outside surface volume as shown in Figure 1.7. These electrons are called as 

halo electrons. The interaction of these electrons with the beam line equipment will 

create an intense radiation field. Because these particles’ interaction is taking place at 

high energies (>7 MeV), more significant photon and neutron radiation will be created. 

 

Figure 1.7: Halo Electrons outside core beam 
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 The halo particles can travel along the pipe to the beam dump located at the 

end of the electron beam pipe. But some halo particles do not reach the beam dump. 

They interact with accelerator components and can produce a significant amount of 

radiation that is harmful to both the equipment and personnel.  

All of the physical mechanisms that generate halo electrons are not fully 

understood. The distance between halo electrons and core electron beam can vary 

from a few  beam radii to  beam radii [65]. 

One of the potential sources for halo electrons is the scattering of drive laser 

light at the injector cathode. The surface quality of the cathode can also contribute to 

the amount of scattering, especially in the area near the edge of the emitter, and can 

be a significant contributor to the generation of halo electrons. 

The transport of the halo electrons depends on the position and angle of the 

electrons within the beam line. Together these parameters define the phase space of 

the electrons during the transport through the FEL components. The radius, rb, in 

phase space is the distance of one electron from the center of the beam line. Each 

electron also has an angle, , with respect to the beamline axis. Figure 1.8 shows 

how the halo electrons can exist outside of the core electron beam in the phase space. 

 

Figure 1.8: Core and halo electron beam phase space 

The envelope of electron positions and angle can be related to the normalized 

transverse emittance parameter, given by [66] 
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                                                     (1.18) 

where  is the Lorentz factor,  is the core rms electron beam radius, and  is 

the rms electron beam angle. 

1.13 Beam Halo Particles Hit Collimator 

The European XFEL, currently under construction at DESY (Germany), is a free-

electron laser (FEL) based on self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) in the X-

ray regime. The FEL consists of a 17.5 GeV superconducting electron linear 

accelerator and a set of undulators (Figure 1.9) that can generate both SASE FEL X-

rays and incoherent radiation. An electron beam collimator was installed in front of the 

undulator to protect it from radiation damage by electrons with large betatron 

amplitudes, generated, for instance, by dark current. At FEL, off-momentum particles 

were a source of radiation damage to the undulator, that could not be removed in the 

straight collimator section. Thus, the collimator for XFEL includes a dispersive dog-leg 

section (Figure 1.10). 

The European XFEL electron beam halo interaction with the collimator was 

simulated applying particle tracking simulation code FLUKA. In numerical calculations 

with FLUKA, the characteristics of geometry and materials have been taken into 

account. 

 

Figure 1.9: Schematic layout of the European XFEL accelerator providing electrons up 

to 17.5 GeV electron energy 
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Figure 1.10: Side view of the ‘dog leg’, where the electron beam collimators are 

positioned. The vertical height is about 2.5 m 

We took 17.5 GeV for the beam energy and 1.4 mm-mrad for the beam 

normalized emittance. Beta function is nearly 220 m at the collimator. E-XFEL linear 

accelerator beam main parameters are specified in Table 1.2 [1]. 

Table 1.2: Beam Parameters at Undulates 

Energy  

Emittance (normalized)  

Beta function  

Spot size  

The beam halo consists of particles per bunch with large betatron or energy 

amplitudes. Evaluation of the number of large-amplitude particles, which can be 

expected due to the scattering processes, wake-fields, and magnet nonlinearities, is a 

difficult task. The beam collimation systems are applied to get rid of beam halo. The 

description of collimators with the picture of general view and the photo of “Collimators 

Block” unit is provided by Nina Golubeva [45]. The XFEL main collimator CL.COLM (4 

collimators) is a system consisting of 4 Titanium alloy tubes (diameters are 4, 6, 8 and 

20 mm) distributed vertically, internal pure Al block and outer Copper block 

(length=50cm) with brazed cooling tubes[18]. The collimator with its movers will be 
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located inside the steel housing (length=1m), in the vacuum. In numerical calculations 

with FLUKA, only the main characteristics of geometry have been taken into account. 

 Therefore, somewhat simplified geometry was used in calculations, which 

includes only the main collimator block, steel housing and beam pipe (with 40.5mm 

diameter). The thickness of the titanium tubes and beam pipe wall is 2 mm. All tubes 

(0.5m long) are not tapered. Vertical direction movers enable the usage of any of four 

aperture of the collimator. The general view does not correspond to the exact final 

design Figure 1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11: Collimator general view and photo of “Collimators Block” unit 

1.14 Beam Impact on Collimator Wall 

Bending or corrector magnets supply current values deviations from the 

stationary ones deflecting the beam to the collimator wall. The simulation of the beam 

impact on the collimator is important from the radiation protection point of view since a 

high rate of the radiation produced can be harmful both for humans and for sensitive 

equipment. Spatial distribution of the radiation field downstream collimator may 

indicate where an additional shielding would be useful. We assume that miss-stirred 

beam hits the front wall of the titanium tube at the coordinates x=0, y=0.4 cm. 

Electromagnetic cascade has been developed in the body of the titanium tube, and 

then the shower spreads out to the neighbouring volumes (Figure 1.12). All the plots 
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shown in Figures 1.12 and 1.13 are normalized to one of the primary particles. One 

can see that downstream to collimator outside beam pipe dose rate (Dose-Equivalent) 

reaches to a few Pico Sievert (≤10 pSv) per primary electron. That corresponds to 0.06 

Sieverts per 1nC. Plots in Figure 1.12 (right column) depict dose distribution [pSv] 

along the channel with maximum value. A full-scale electromagnetic shower 

development starts at the middle of the collimator. Figure 1.13 shows particle fluencies 

from the downstream surface of the collimator [ ]. Note that the Fluence 

from the surface of the housing flange prevails in the low energy region while at higher 

energies most radiation passes through the beam pipe cross-sectional area. 

  

 
 

Figure 1.12: Dose distribution in picoSieverts (left column). Dose distribution in pico 

Sieverts along the channel with the maximum value (right column). 
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Figure 1.13: Particle fluencies from the downstream surface of the collimator [GeV
-1

 

cm
-2

]. 

Beam electrons lose their energy in the volume of the collimator mainly though 

electromagnetic showers (~75.6%), (Table 1.3). Hadron and muon energy loss 

channels compose only 0.1 % of the total energy loss. Unwanted hazardous radiation 

accounts for 24% of incident beam energy carried by the particles escaping the 

collimator.  

Table 1.3: The energy available per beam particle in GeV and percentage of total 

energy loss is divided into several prompt radiation channels. 

 GeV Percent 

Hadron and muon energy loss  0.1 

Electromagnetic showers   

Nuclear recoils and fragments   

Low energy neutrons   

Particles escaping the system   
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1.15 Beam Halo Interaction with Collimator 

When radiation detectors indicate that the electron beam hits the collimator wall, 

the beam will be steered to the dump quickly enough to avoid significant damage by 

the radiation. Thus, that mechanism cannot be considered as a halo source. Besides, 

the produced particles are widely spread over energy, spatial and angular ranges and 

the magnetic lattice will draw them promptly out of the beam orbit. 

The peripherals of the beam stars just from the beam gun and a part of it passes 

through the magnetic lattice and reaches undulators. The particles of the beam halo 

are being lost continuously in interactions with the beam pipe walls. The most efficient 

way to get rid of the beam halo is collimation. In the result of the halo particles’ impacts 

on the collimator walls, secondary particles coming out of collimator volume are being 

produced (Photons, electrons, positrons, neutrons, etc.). The dominating component of 

the secondary radiation is the gamma component. They are insensitive to the magnetic 

field of lattice and keep their direction of the motion becoming part of the general 

radiation background. Part of the electrons can contribute to the beam halo. 

Since some processes (energy spread, lattice imperfections, interaction with the 

beam diagnostic equipment, various types of beam instabilities. etc.) contribute to the 

beam halo continuously, further collimation is necessary. Therefore, four collimators of 

the same type will be installed in EXFEL collimator section. 

To make use of beam transport codes or just lattice transfer matrices it is 

convenient to rely on the FLUKA capabilities to take beam input and output files as an 

ASCII table with the particle parameters presented in the separate columns. 

1.16 Input and Output Files Description 

To make use of beam transport codes or just lattice transfer matrices it is 

convenient to rely on the FLUKA capabilities to take beam input and output files as an 

ASCII table with the particle parameters presented in the separate columns. 
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In order to do the calculation from the custom beam distribution, the user should 

be given the ASCII file. A layout of the data is organized as a table with 9 columns (ID 

), where ID is a type of particle (for example 3 for electrons), 

 are coordinates in [cm],  are the cosines of moving 

direction with respect to axes and E is the energy in GeV. It is possible to give input file 

with the mixture of different particles using IDs of particles. 

Output files are given the same format as input files and are written to the 

different files depending on particle types. For electrons, positrons, protons, photons, 

neutrons individual output files are created and data of other particles are written in the 

same files as the mixture of particles. The program is flexible enough to give output 

files with different formats and any customization is possible if desired. Data 

organization in that format makes it possible to use transfer matrices from the magnetic 

lattice description to transport beam parameters between the individual collimators.   

1.17 Initial Halo Types 

Two options of the beam halo particles spatial distribution inside beam pipe 

have been considered: 

1) Particles are normally distributed along a radial direction with the maximum 

at the beam pipe axis 

2) Particles’ distances from the beam pipe axis are uniformly distributed 

Divergence angles are chosen to be correlated with particle distance from the 

axis, in a way that , where  is the beam natural emittance. 

1.18 Halo at the First Collimator Exit 

Beam halo particles spatial distribution at the entrance and exit of the first 

collimator is presented in Figure 1.14 (a, b). 

When the beam halo consisting of the normally distributed within the inner area 

of the beam pipe interacts with the first collimator, the halo coming out from 
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downstream surface of the collimator in the beam pipe region is dominated by the 

photons (Figure 1.15). The majority of the electrons and positrons have the energy 

close to core value 17.5 GeVare being driven by the magnetic lattice to the 2nd 

collimator entrance while almost all photons are being lost because of the dogleg 

shape of the undulator section. 

  

  

Figure 1.14a: Type 1 (Particles are 

normally distributed along beam pipe 

diameter) beam halo electrons spatial 

distribution at the entrance (top) and exit 

(bottom) of the first collimator. 

Figure 1.14b: Type 2 (Particles distances 

from the beam pipe axis are uniformly 

distributed) beam halo electrons spatial 

distribution at the entrance (top) and exit 

(bottom) of the first collimator. 
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Figure 1.15: Particle fluencies from the beam pipe region of the 1st collimator surface 

(Particles per primary electron) produced by the beam halo. 

FLUKA simulations show that the interaction of the beam halo with the first two 

collimators significantly reduces halo population (Tables 1.4, 1.5). If one assumes that 

halo particles mean energy is about 17.5 GeV, then 43% of halo energy is absorbed in 

the first collimator volume, while the mean energy of halo particles incident on the 

second collimator becomes 1.2 GeV, 24% of which is being lost there. 

Table 1.4: Particle fluencies from the beam pipe region of the collimator surface 

(Particles per  per primary electron). Surface area is  

Particle Type Collimator 1 Collimator 2 

All Particles   

Electrons   

Positron   

Photon   

Neutrons   
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Table 1.5: Particle fluencies from the collimator-housing surface (Particles per  per 

primary electron). Surface area is  

Particle Type Collimator 1 Collimator 2 

All Particles   

Electrons   

Positron   

Photons   

Neutrons   

1.19 Interaction of the Halo with the Collimators of Four Different Apertures 

To find the effectiveness of the collimator in reducing a beam halo the simulation 

results of the interaction of the two different types of halo with the collimators of four 

apertures were compared. Halo particles with energy nearly 17.5 GeV lose their 

energy in prompt radiation when they hit the collimator walls (Table 1.6). For the 

chosen types of the halo from ~50% (for 4mm acceptance) to ~25% (for 20mm 

acceptance) of the halo has been eliminated by the first collimator. 

Table 1.6: The energy available per beam particle in GeV and percentage of total 

energy loss is divided into several prompt radiation channels 

 4 mm 6 mm 8 mm 20 mm 

Hadron and muon 

energy loss 
    

Electro-magnetic 

showers 
    

Particles escaping 

the system 
    

Energy per beam 

particle 
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1.20 Residual Radiation Dose Calculation 

Radionuclides are being produced through photonuclear and electronuclear 

interactions of the halo particles with collimator material.  They produce residual 

radiation when beam operation has been stopped. The residual radiation dose has 

been calculated for various exposure and decay time intervals. Hadron and muon 

energy loss mechanism counts for only ≤0.1% of total energy loss for the particles 

hitting the collimator wall even for the collimator of the smallest acceptance. However, 

the concentration of the radionuclides will build up, causing significant slowly decaying 

residual radiation (Table 1.7, Figure1.16). 

Table 1.7: Maximal residual dose (in Nano Sieverts) after 1000 second of beam 

operation for the various cooling times 

Cooling time [sec.] 4 mm 6 mm 8 mm 20 mm 

1     

10     

100     

1000     

 

 

Figure 1.16: Residual dose (per primary) distribution along collimator axis for 2 values 

of collimator acceptance. The exposure time is 1000 sec. and the cooling time is 1 sec. 
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1.21 The Particle Content of the Secondary Radiation and Collimated 

Beam Halo 

The particle content of the secondary radiation coming out of the collimator unit 

has been calculated (Table 1.8). It has been found out that the main component of the 

secondary radiation were photons that could not be driven by magnetic lattice field into 

the aperture of the next collimator were being eliminated by beam pipe walls. 

Table 1.8: The energy available per beam halo particle in GeV at the exit of the 

collimator 

 4 mm 6 mm 8 mm 20 mm 

Electrons     

Positrons     

Photons     

Electro-magnetic showers     

1.22 Conclusion 

Using particle tracking simulation code FLUKA, the European XFEL electron 

beam, as well as the beam halo interaction with the collimator,were simulated. The 

XFEL main collimator CL.COLM (4 collimators) is a system of four collimators inserted 

into the dogleg shape collimator section. In numerical calculation with FLUKA, the 

characteristics of geometry have been taken into account using SIMPLE GEO 

package. 

We took 17.5 GeV for the beam energy and 1.4 mm-mrad for the beam 

normalized emittance. Beta function is  (Spot size is ) at the 

collimator. The beam halo consists of particles per bunch with large betatron or energy 

amplitudes. Two types of beam halo filling the inner volume of the beam pipe were 

simulated. 
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Bending or corrector magnets supply current values deviations from the 

stationary ones, which can deflect the beam to the collimator wall. The simulation of 

the beam impact on the collimator wall is important from the radiation protection point 

of view since the high rate of the radiation produced can be harmful both for humans 

and for sensitive equipment. The results of the simulation of the beam impact on the 

collimator wall show that downstream to collimator outside beam pipe dose rate (Dose-

Equivalent) reaches to a few Pico Sieverts ( ) per primary electron. 

To find the effectiveness of the collimator in reducing a beam halo the 

interactions of the two different types of halo with the collimator were simulated. The 

parameters of the electrons coming out from the downstream surface of the collimator 

were transferred to the entrance of the next collimator at the EXFEL collimator section 

using linear transfer matrices.  

The study of the beam halo dynamics is in progress including the evaluation of 

the number of large-amplitude particles, which can be expected due to the scattering 

processes, wake-fields, and magnet nonlinearities.   

1.23 Flash Tapered Collimator 

FLASH has been an FEL user facility since 2005 which can produce XUV and 

soft X-ray radiation in the wavelength range from 4.1nm to 45nm (Figure 1.17). 

Collimators are used in FLASH and European XFEL to cut off electron beam halo [1-2]. 

We will use FLUKA [52] to simulate the interaction of the electron beam with the 

FLASH and European XFEL collimators made of Titanium and Copper.  The main 

characteristics of the collimator materials are given in Table 1.9.  
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Figure 1.17: Schematic layout of FLASH facility. 

Table 1.9: Collimator Material Properties 

Property Copper Titanium 

Z   

A   

Density [g/cm
3
]   

Radiation length [cm]   

Moliere radius [cm]   

Critical energy [MeV]   

On FLASH facility four cylindrical symmetric copper made tapered collimators of 

the same type are installed [67]. The collimators are cylindrical tubes with inner 

tapered holes. The geometry of collimators is similar to Figure 1.18 with the length of 

the tapered parts is  each and non-tapered central part length is 

. Minimal inner radius is , while maximal inner radius at the 

ends is equal to . The collimator is made up of copper with a conductivity of 

.  
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Figure 1.18: FLASH Tapered Collimator cross-Section. 

It is assumed that FLASH 1.27 GeV beam electrons hit collimator inner wall at a 

grazing angle on the XZ plain (Figures 1.18). Energy deposition in the collimator 

volume and its vicinity is calculated using FLUKA, which allows simulating energy 

deposition or particle fluence on the given mesh independent of the geometry. Plots 

are normalized to 1nC primary charge. 

Absorbed dose distribution XY projection is shown in Figure 1.19. Absorbed 

dose is expressed in Greys (J/kg). Within the hole of the collimator, where the material 

does not exist (vacuum), absorbed dose is zero. The maximal dose can be found near 

the beam impact point. Absorbed dose distribution XZ projection is shown in Figure 

1.20. Absorbed dose is expressed in Greys (J/kg). Distribution maximum is shifted 

towards positive X direction coinciding with the beam impact point. Radiation dose 

distribution XY projection is completely symmetric with respect to Y-axis. 

 
Figure 1.19: Energy deposition distribution in the collimator material in the XY plain  
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Figure 1.20: Energy deposition distribution in the collimator material in the XZ 

plain(absorbed dose in Greys).  

The main component of the radiation is the photon component. Based on the 

absorbed dose distribution YZ projection depicted in Figure 1.19 one can conclude 

that the most radiation is emitted towards the upstream direction. In the downstream 

direction, radiation is effectively being absorbed by collimator material and much less 

amount of the radiation leaves collimator body. Another important component of the 

radiation is neutron radiation. Though neutrons carry much less energy compared to 

gamma component, they have a high penetrating capacity. As compared to photons, a 

larger part of neutrons penetrates collimator body in the downstream direction. 

Beam particles incident on collimator loses 84% of their energy via 

electromagnetic shower while secondary radiation particles leaving collimator material 

carry 16% of energy (Table 1.10). 
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Table 1.10: The energy available per beam particle in GeV (% of total energy loss) is 

divided into prompt radiation channels 

Property 

EXFEL 

titanium 

collimator 

EXFEL copper 

absorber 

FLASH tapered 

collimator 

Hadron and muon energy 

loss 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electro-magnetic showers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Nuclear recoils and 

fragments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Low energy neutrons  

 

 

 

 

Particles escaping the 

system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy per beam particle 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Maximal dose distribution along three Cartesian coordinate axes revel the 

following: a) X-distribution has a maximum at small X values corresponding to the 

position of the point where beam hits the collimator inner wall; b) Y distribution is 

symmetric with respect to X axis  Figure 1.21. 

The peak of X-distribution of the maximal dose (dose in bin, where dose is 

maximal)  is shifted towards positive X direction. 
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Figure 1.21 Energy deposition (absorbed dose in Greys) a) vertical distribution in the 

collimator material,b) along beam axis in the collimator material. 

FLUKA USRTRACK  card scores average  (differential fluence)of a given 

type or family of particles (or energy) in a given region Figure 1.22. 

 

  

Figure 1.22. Differential fluence of radiated energy in a collimator estimated by FLUKA 

USRTRACK  card. 
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1.24 XFEL Cylindrical Step Collimator 

On XFEL facility cylindrical symmetric titanium made collimator is installed [54]. 

The length is 500 mm, the inner radius is 2 mm, while the outer one is 20 mm. The 

collimator is made of titanium with material parameters presented in Table 1.9. It is 

assumed that the European XFEL 16.5 GeV beam electrons hit collimator front wall.  

Beam particle incident on collimator losses 70% of its energy via 

electromagnetic shower while secondary radiation particles leaving collimator material 

to carry 29% of energy (Table 1.10). Radionuclides are being produced via 

photonuclear and electro nuclear interactions, thus causing residual radiation when 

beam operation has stopped (Figure 1.23 and Table 1.11). It should be noted that a 

given amount of radionuclides are being produced if beam bombards the collimator 

body for two weeks. It will take much longer time to get a significant amount of the 

radionuclides if only beam halo particles hit the collimator. 

 

Figure 1.23: Produced residual nuclei within the titanium collimator body after 2 weeks 

beam operation. Triangles denote the nuclei with the yield greater than 10
-6

 

nuclei/cm
3
/pr while squares denote the nuclei with the yield greater than 10

-2
 

nuclei/cm
3
/pr. 
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Table 1.11:  Residual Nuclei with the Yield Greater than 0.1nuclei/cm
3
/Primary 

Nuclides Yield[nuclei/cm3/pr] 

1H  

4Be 
 

46Ti  

47Ti  

48Ti  

1.25 XFEL Undulator Intersection Tapered Collimator  

On XFEL facility undulator intersections cylindrical symmetric copper made 

tapered collimators are installed [67]. The geometry of collimators is similar to that of 

Figure 1.19 and Figure 1.20 with the length of the tapered parts  each 

and non-tapered central part length . Minimal inner radius is , while 

maximal inner radius at the ends is equal to .  

Beam particle incident on collimator losses only 0.2% of its energy via 

electromagnetic shower while secondary radiation particles leaving collimator material 

carry 99.8% of energy (Table 1.10). Table 1.12 presents the composition of the 

radiation from the surface of the copper absorber. 

Table 1.12: Composition of the Radiation from the Surface of the Copper Absorber  

Particles Particles per primary 

Electrons  

Positrons  

Protons  

Neutrons  

-Quanta  

Total  
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1.26 Conclusion 

The European XFEL electron beam interaction with the titanium collimator and 

copper absorber of the undulator intersections, as well as FLASH beam interaction 

with the tapered collimator, were simulated applying particle tracking simulation code 

FLUKA. Absorbed dose spatial distribution in the material of the collimators was 

simulated for the total secondary radiation and its most important gamma and neutron 

components. The energy spectrum of the produced total radiation and its photon and 

neutron components were calculated. Angular and spectral double differential 

distributions of the radiation energy emitted by collimator surfaces were obtained. 

Residual dose rate after irritation of the collimator material by the electron beam was 

calculated. Particle fluencies from the collimators surface (particles per primary 

electron) are presented in Table 1.13. 

The obtained outcomes can be used to assess the effectiveness of the 

collimators for eliminating beam halo and make a decision on radiation protection 

measures. A detailed study of the secondary radiation composition, spectrum, dose, 

angular and spatial distribution by means of particle tracking simulation is on the way. 

Table 1.13: Particle Fluencies from the collimator surface (particles per primary 

electron) 

Collimator Total Photons Neutrons 

EXFEL titanium 

collimator 
   

EXFEL copper 

absorber 
   

FLASH tapered 

collimator 
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SUMMARY 

 The European XFEL electron beam interaction with the complex shape 

collimators and copper absorbers in the undulator intersections as well as 

FLASH FEL beam interaction with the tapered collimator were simulated 

applying particle tracking simulation code FLUKA.  

 The simulations results indicate that two collimators (out of 4 installed) are 

enough to get rid of the halo entering the collimator section effectively.  

 The results of the simulations of the beam impact on the collimator wall show 

that downstream to single collimator outside beam pipe dose rate (Dose-

Equivalent) reaches to a few Pico Sieverts (≤10 pSv) per primary electron. 

 The results of digital simulations of the FLASH FEL beam interaction with the 

tapered collimator yield data that have been useful for efforts toward the 

minimization of the degradation effect of radiation on the undulator 

permanent magnet blocks.  
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Chapter 2: Radiation Safety Considerations for AREAL Electron 

Linac 

2.1 Introduction 

The AREAL linear accelerator will produce an electron beam with 5 MeV energy 

and further upgrade up to 20 MeV. At the first stage of the operation, the construction 

of the beam diagnostic section of complex shape and layout is planned, thus making 

the radiation source definition difficult. Further, when AREAL construction was finished 

and machine running was launched successfully it gave an opportunity to compare 

simulation results with experiments. Comparison of experimental data with simulations 

is performed with the combination of theoretical models. FLUKA particle tracking 

simulation code was used to calculate the produced radiation dose rated, and define 

an appropriate radiation shielding. All physical objects which could impact the radiation 

fields such as magnets, electric field, and obstacles in the path of the beam were taken 

into account based on the real geometrical setup of the machine.  

The purpose of this study is to determine the radiation dose at linear accelerator 

AREAL (3.7 MeV) facility and compare simulation results with experimental 

measurements. The characteristics of geometry have been taken into account. The 

FLUKA particle tracking simulation code was used to simulate radiation dose of the 

electron beam with 3.7MeV energy. For the linear accelerator AREAL, custom 

programs (using FORTRAN) called “routines” were developed to improve the 

simulation results. The custom routines were programmed to define the 3D magnetic 

field in FLUKA, output beam parameters and input parameters of the primary electron 

beam respectively.  Comparing simulation results with data measured in experiment 

via Faraday Cup (which measures beam charge), YAG screen (which measures beam 

profile) and dosimeter is possible only by using custom routines.  

The development of the modern large-scale projects of X-ray Free Electron 

Lasers (FEL) like FLASH, European XFEL and LCLS, which put stringent conditions on 

electron beam quality, was probably the main reason bringing the laser-driven photo-
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electronic RF guns into the focus of scientific research since they allow the generation 

of short electron bunches with low emittances suitable for the injection into low 

emittance linear accelerators [1,68, 69]. The Photo Injector Test Facility (PITZ) at the 

DESY was created aiming at testing and optimization of the sources of high brightness 

electron beams for future free electron lasers and linear colliders [70]. REGAE the 

Relativistic Electron Gun for Atomic Exploration is another small electron accelerator 

build and at DESY in order to provide high-quality electron bunches for time-resolved 

diffraction experiments, and serves as a test facility for accelerator research. The 

AREAL linear accelerator is designed to provide ultra-short electron pulses with small 

emittance [71]. The photo-electronic RF gun of AREAL produces an electron beam 

with the energy of 2-5MeV and bunch charge of 10-250pC that is being used for the 

several material and life science irradiation experiments [16,72] along with accelerator 

and particles beam physics research. The secondary radiation has been generated 

when the electron beam interacts with the material on the beam trajectory (beam dump 

target, beam pipe walls, detectors and beam diagnostic equipment). In the current 

study low energy electron beam interaction with matter has been investigated applying 

both numerical simulation and experimental measurement methods. For the 

determination of radiation field (radiation dose and its spatial and angular distribution in 

the AREAL machine hall and neighbouring rooms) by computer simulation of the beam 

interaction with matter has been performed along with the direct measurement of the 

radiation dose rates. FLUKA Monte Carlo particle transport code has been used [20]. 

The radiation dose simulations using digital simulation computer codes are 

necessary for the design and development of the adequate radiation shielding and for 

the planning of the radiation protection measures in stages of the particle accelerator 

construction, operation and update. A general consensus exists, that Monte-Carlo 

codes, such as FLUKA, EGS4, GEANT, MCNPX, and MARS provide accurate results 

for shielding design purposes, in particular for complicated three-dimensional 

geometries [73]. The choice of the FLUKA code is based on the consideration that an 

operational up to date version of the code is available, and FLUKA gives an 
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opportunity to track the particles to the low energies consuming reasonably affordable 

computational resources and time. 

FLUKA has been in use widely for radiation protection related research and 

development in the CERN, SLAC, CEBAF and other accelerator centers [14,74-75].  

In the result of the primary electron beam interaction with the matter the 

following sources of the secondary radiation: beam dump, FC, YAG screen targets, 

beam-pipe walls, vacuum windows, and air have been considered during the computer 

modelling of the radiation field in the experimental hall of the low energy electron 

facility AREAL. Beam characteristics obtained by beam diagnostic measurement and 

hall equipment geometry have been taken into account accurately in numerical 

simulations based on FLUKA particle tracking code. Dose measurements by high 

precision ion chamber dose meter have been carried out, and satisfactory agreement 

between measurement results and the numerical simulation results has been found. 

Since dose measurements prove the reliability of simulation results, the radiation 

shielding contraction design and creation, as well as the radiation safety procedures 

development, have been realized in a routine manner based on numerical simulation 

data.  

Both calculation data based on numerical simulation and dose measurement 

proved that radiation dose levels in the AREAL machine hall and experimental rooms 

were under the control and conform completely to the radiation safety requirements for 

equipment and personnel. 

2.2 Radiation levels: 

 Natural background dose: On a worldwide average, the whole-body dose 

equivalent during a year due to all sources of natural background radiation 

varies from  ( ) with an yearly average of  

[76]. In certain geographical areas values up to  ( ) were 

detected. A large portion (typically more than ) is generated from inhaled 

natural radioactivity which produced mostly radon and radon daughters. It 
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can vary up to  times: natural background does is  in open 

areas, in a house  on average and more than  in poorly 

ventilated closed areas such as mines. 

  Cosmic ray background dose: At the level of sea, the whole-body dose 

equivalent due to cosmic rays background radiation is dominated by muons 

and nucleons at higher altitudes. Dose equivalent rates varies from less than 

 at level of sea to a few  at aircraft altitudes. Details on 

cosmic ray fluence levels are provided in the Cosmic Rays section. 

 Recommended limits of the effective dose: The International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommends an effective dose limit for 

radiation workers of  per year averaged over  years, with the 

assumuption that the dose should not exceed  in any single year [77]. 

Dose limit in the EU-countries and Switzerland is  per year, in the 

United States it is  (  per year). Many scientific laboratories 

in the United States and elsewhere may set lower limits. The dose limit for 

general public is typically  per year. 

2.3 Radiation protection instrumentation: 

The capacity to differentiate and measure the high-LET (mostly neutrons) and 

the low-LET components (electrons, photons, muons) of the radiation field at working 

areas is of primary importance to evaluate the exposure of staff. At proton accelerators 

the prompt dose equivalent outside a shield is mainly caused by neutrons, with some 

contribution from gamma radiation and, to a minor extent, charged particles. Most of 

the staff exposure at accelerator facilities is usually received during maintenance 

works, and it is caused by gamma/beta radiation coming from residual radioactivity in 

accelerator elements.  
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Radiation dosimeteres used both for radiation surveys and area monitoring are 

usually calibrated in ambient dose equivalent  [78]. 

2.4 Geiger Muller counters  

Geiger Muller (GM) counters are low cost and widespread devices and simple to 

operate. (GM) counters work in pulse mode and since they only count radiation-

induced events the spectrometric information is lost. Usually they are calibrated in units 

of air kerma, for instance in a  field. The response of Geiger Muller counters to 

photons is consistent within  for energies up to  and shows significant 

energy dependence above[79].  

2.5 Ionization chambers 

Ionization chambers detectors are gas-filled and used both as hand-held 

instruments (e.g., for radiation surveys) and environmental monitors. They are normally 

operated in current mode although pulse-mode operation is also possible. They have a 

relatively flat response to a wide range of X- and a gamma ray energies (from  

to several ), can measure radiation over a wide intensity spectrum and are capable 

of individualizing between the gamma and beta components of a radiation field (by use 

of, e.g., a beta window). Pressurized ion chambers (e.g., with  or  gas to several 

tens of bars) are used for environmental observations. They have good 

responsiveness to neutrons and charged hadrons in addition to low LET radiation 

(muons and gammas), with the response function to the former being strongly non-

linear with energy[79]. 

2.6 Radiation Produced by Electron Beam 

Neutron and photon radiation emitting from thick samples can be grouped 

(roughly) into five different components: 
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 Giant-Resonance Neutron (GRN): Neutrons having energies in the 

 range. These are known as fast-neutrons are photo-

produced in the core of the shower by mechanism known as giant-resonance 

excitation. 

 High-Energy Neutron (HEN): Neutrons having energies above  that 

are an integral part of the hadronic cascade that is originated by high-energy 

photons in the Electro-Magentic cascade. Although the High-Energy Neutron 

(HEN) component is the radiation type that dominates for thick shields (i.e.,  

or more feet of concrete), (HEN) themselves are difficult to detect 

experimentally. What is usually measured is evaporation neutrons 

( ) generated in high-energy hadronic events (called "stars"). These 

low-energy neutrons are known also as the "camp followers" of the hadronic 

cascade. 

 Mid-Energy Neutron (MID): Neutrons with energies between the GRNs and 

HENs ( ), including those generated by means of the 

quasi-deuteron reaction[80]. 

 Direct Gamma (GamD): Photons emitting directly from the core of the EM 

shower with energies varying in  range, as defined by 

thick-target penetration through the so-called "Compton window" (i.e., mass 

attenuation coefficient minimum). The angular distribution of radiation 

consists of a slowly decreasing level from , superimposed onto which 

is a very forward ( ) bremsstrahlung core [81-86]. 

 Indirect Gamma (GamI): Directly ionizing particles and photons (e.g., 

charged pions) that guide the attenuation of the High-Energy Neutron field in 

the shield. This radiation type has been experimentally determined to be 

slightly more than  of the HEN dose rate. Each of these radiation 

components can be described by an empirical model.  That model is 

experimentally based on what we have traditionally called the standard-
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target arrangement—particularly, a 12-inchlong cylinder of iron, having a 

radius of 2-inches, that is struck by a  electron beam[87]. 

2.7 Gamma Shielding 

Protection from gamma rays requires large amounts of mass. Gamma rays are 

absorbed best by materials with high atomic numbers and high density. Neither effect 

of those is important compared to the total mass per area in the path of the gamma 

ray. Because of this, a lead shield is only slightly better ( ) as a gamma shield 

than an equivalent mass of another shielding material such as concrete, aluminium, or 

soil; lead's major advantage is its high density[88]. 

The higher the energy of the gamma's photons, the thicker the shielding should 

be. Materials for protection against gamma rays are typically measured by the 

thickness required to reduce the intensity of the gamma rays by one-half (the 1/2 value 

layer so-called HVL). For example, gamma rays that need  of lead to reduce their 

energy by  will also have their energy reduced in half by  of concrete,  of 

packed soil or  of granite rock. However, the mass of this much soil or concrete 

is only  larger than that of the lead with the same capability of absorption. 

Depleted uranium is used for shielding in transportable gamma ray sources, but again 

the savings in weight over lead is slight, and the main effect is to reduce shielding 

mass[89]. 

2.10 Health Effect 

At a cellular level all ionizing radiations causes’ similar damage, but because 

rays of beta particles and alpha particles are relatively non-penetrating, external 

exposure to them causes only localized damage, e.g. radiation burns to the skin[90]. 

Neutrons and gamma rays are more penetrating, causing diffuse damage throughout 
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the body (e.g. radiation sickness), increasing the incidence of cancer rather than burns. 

External radiation exposure should also be differentiated from internal exposure, 

because of inhaled or ingested radioactive substances, which, depending on the 

substance's chemical nature, can produce both localized and diffuse internal damage. 

The most biological damaging forms of gamma rays occur in the gamma ray window, 

ranging from  up to .  Higher energy gamma rays are less harmful 

because the body is relatively transparent to them[91]. 

2.11 Beam Dump 

The beam dump will consist of an iron core with lateral and downstream 

shielding. Iron target will be  long cylinder with  thickness. Ten cm Led 

shields will surround iron core (laterally and downstream) and  thick concrete 

brick wall will compose outer shielding of the beam dump. 

Dose produced at beam dump Standard-Target and shielding calculations are 

based on the algorithms and formulae contained in SHIELD11 computer code [92], as 

well as simulated by FLUKA particle tracking code. The angular and energy distribution 

of the gamma radiation emitted directly in shower core at the iron target can be 

expressed by the following formula [92]. 

                                        (2.1) 

Here  is the gamma dose rate at the radiation source in the units of [ ], 

 is the beam particles fluence (it reaches to value ),  is the beam 

energy in [ ] s and  is radiation angle in degree with respect to the beam direction. 

For and  degrees one gets . Figure 2.1 illustrates 

direct gamma radiation, dose per electron distribution at beam dump target for  

beam. Maximum of radiation lays in the forward direction and increases with electron 

energy nearly linearly. 
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Figure 2.1: Direct gamma radiation dose per electron at the standard target 

The composition of the radiation (in the units of  per primary) 

produced by  electrons incident on iron target core is given in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Beam Target Radiation Composition 

 Particles/cm
3
/primary Accuracy 

Neutrons   

Electrons   

Photons   

The shielding has to be dimensioned to keep the ambient dose equivalent rate 

below the limit of 0.125  (the sum of both, the neutron and - dose rates) [92, 

93]. The parameters of some common shielding materials are given in Table 2.2. The 

mean free path [ ] is the parameter that defines materials ability to absorb 

radiation , where  is the fluence and  is the material thickness. 

Neutrons are effectively being absorbed by concrete since it contains hydrogen (in 

bounded water molecules). For the attenuation of the gamma radiation high Z 

materials (like Led) are being applied Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Density and removal free path for used shielding materials. 

 Concrete Fe Pb 

    

Neutrons     

Gamma     

Figure 2.2 depicts dose outside tunnel vs. concrete shielding thickness. The 

dotted line shows the target level of equivalent dose ( ). Additional 10 cm 

Led shielding around the beam dump target effectively reduces gamma dose. One 

should notice that concrete shielding total thickness is the sum of tunnel wall thickness 

and that of removable shielding wall around the radiation source. 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates spatial distribution (in the plain perpendicular to the 

beam direction) of the Equivalent dose per electron in picoSieverts in the beam dump 

vicinity for 20 MeV beam energy simulated by FLUKA. 

 

Figure 2.2: Ambient dose outside tunnel vs. concrete shielding thickness. Dotted line 

shows target level of equivalent dose. 
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Figure 2.3: Equivalent dose per electron in picoSieverts in the beam dump vicinity for 

20 MeV beam energy (FLUKA simulation). 

2.12 Radiation from Beam Diagnostic Equipment 

At the AREAL linac, Faraday Cups will be inserted into the electron beam path 

to measure the beam charge. Faraday Cup is made of stainless steel and will collect 

the complete charge of the train of the  bunches becoming the source of the 

secondary radiation. A DC voltage is applied to reduce the number of electrons leaving 

the surface so that the emitted radiation almost completely consists of gamma quanta. 

 scintillation screens will be used for the beam profile measurements.  

Radiation sources related to beam diagnostic system (Figure2.4) are the 

followings: 

 Faraday Cup for beam current measurement at the end of arc section 

 Faraday Cup for beam current measurement at end of “pepper pot” 

 Scintillation screen for the beam profile measurements 

 Scintillation screen for the beam energy and energy profile measurements 

 “Pepper pot” Tungsten mask for beam emittance measurements 

 Beam chamber walls at the bending magnet 
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Figure 2.4: Layout of AREAL gun section with diagnostics ( beam energy is 5 MeV) 

 thick YAG: Ce scintillation screens do not emit a significant amount of 

radiation to pose a problem from the radiation safety point of view. The radiation 

produced by “Pepper pot” is coating. Beam chamber walls at the bending magnet 

produce radiation only when the magnet is not operating in a stationary condition and 

beam hits or scraps vacuum chamber walls. The main sources of radiation are 

Faraday Cups at the ends of spectrometer arm and “Pepper pot”. 

 

Figure 2.5: Equivalent dose distribution in the Tunnel in picSievets per electron hitting 

the Faraday Cup at the 95cm distance from the electron gun for 5 MeV beam energy 

(FLUKA simulation). Radiation penetrated tunnel walls carries  energy 

per electron. 
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Figure 2.6: Equivalent dose distribution in the Tunnel in picSievets per electron hitting 

the Faraday Cup at the end of bend section for 5 MeV beam energy (FLUKA 

simulation). Radiation penetrated tunnel walls carries  energy per 

electron. 

Faraday Cups consist of a hollow stainless steel cylinder of  diameters, 

closed at the base, with an appropriately-sized aperture for collecting the electrons. An 

outer, grounded cylinder provides shielding. 

Only  part of energy per electron incident on Faraday Cup escapes the 

tunnel as a gamma background radiation. 

Ones we aim to get an ambient dose of  outside 

machine tunnel,  total thickness of concrete shielding will suffice (  dump 

shielding plus  wall). The insertion of  Led shielding around dump reduces 

the concrete thickness to . It includes also the contingency that takes into 

account possible deviations of the concrete parameters from the design values, e.g. 

density, homogeneity, isotropy, and chemical composition. 

2.13 Numerical Simulation Study of the Radiation Field at AREAL 

The determination of the radiation dose at linear accelerator AREAL ( ) 

facility and the comparison of the numerical simulation results with those of 
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experimental measurements. The detailed characteristics of geometry have been 

taken into account. The computer program based on the FLUKA particle tracking 

simulation code was created and used to simulate radiation dose of the electron beam 

with  energy. The custom routines in FORTRAN language were programmed to 

define the 3D magnetic field in FLUKA, output beam parameters and input parameters 

of the primary electron beam respectively. Obtaining simulation results in a format 

suitable to compare with data measured in the experiment via Faraday Cup (which 

measures beam charge), YAG screen (which measures beam profile) and dosimeter 

(ion chamber) possible only using custom routines. The beam electrons interact with 

materials located on the trajectory (beam dump target, vacuum chamber walls, 

detectors, and diagnostic equipment), which leads to the generation of secondary 

radiation. Therefore, to determine the radiation dose field FLUKA particle transport 

code (based on Monte Carlo algorithm) has been used. A range of applications of 

FLUKA used in current study covers particle accelerator shielding, target design, 

dosimetry, detector design, etc. Since it is based on modern physical models, FLUKA 

can simulate the interaction and propagation in a matter of beam electron initiated 

electromagnetic shower comprising of photons and electrons down to 1 keV. FLUKA 

can handle complex geometries and track correctly charged particles in the presence 

of magnetic or electric fields which is important in accelerator-related tasks, particularly 

that feature was used in the current study to transport the beam through the focusing 

solenoid and bending dipole magnets field. The SimpleGeo package is used to obtain 

a radiation profile on the electron beam line and 2D plot of dose distribution[94]. The 

entire assembly model of the AREAL premises and facilities is shown in Figure 

2.7(a,b), as it was developed with the help of SimpleGeo 4.3 software tool integrated 

with FLUKA that allows creating geometric models for FLUKA in a flexible and 

straightforward way. 

The simulated electron beam had a Gaussian profile with Full width at Half 

Maximum (FWHM)  in the x and y direction respectively and energy 
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spread 1%. The numerical calculations are performed using the parameters of the 

electron beam given in Table 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.7a:The geometric model of the AREAL machine hall and neighboring rooms 

 

Figure2.7b: Accelerator facility equipment used in FLUKA simulations. 

Table 2.3: Beam parameters 

Energy  

Direct bunch charge FC1  

Bent bunch charge FC2  

Bunch length  

Norm. emittance  

RMS energy spread  

Repetition rate  
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In this dissertation paper, experimentally measured data of dose rate by ion 

chamber and diagnostic equipment FC and YAG screens are compared with those of 

FLUKA simulations. FLUKA does not have built-in scoring cards letting the comparison 

of simulation with experiments. For that reason, custom routines were developed in 

order to modify FLUKA source code and obtain the data, which could be compared 

with experiments. Routines were used to simulate electron beam matching as close as 

possible to AREAL beam bunch and magnetic field of solenoid, corrector and dipole 

magnets. In addition, FLUKA output format has been changed to get the beam 

particles information such as coordinates, momentum and particle type at FC and YAG 

screen detectors region. Also, several FLUKA routines (magfld.f, mgdraw.f, source.f) 

were modified to match AREAL setup geometry. For the accurate modeling of the 

AREAL linear accelerator beam interaction with the environment, numerical simulation 

with FLUKA is performed applying the special settings by activating the following 

FLUKA command cards: 

 DEFAULTS card - issued the PRECISIO scenario for the precision 

simulations; 

 SOURCE card - to generate a distribution for source particles (beam profile, 

directional and energy distribution). This command activates calls to the user 

routine source.f 

 EMF-CUT card - to establish secondary electron and photon transport. The 

cut off the energy of particle transport was set at 6 keV. 

 USERDUMP card - the routine writes complete information of dump (the type 

of particles, trajectory, particles’ energy). This command activates calls to the 

user routine mgdraw.f 

 MAGFLD card - to use a magnetic field map. 
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The simulated electron beam had a Gaussian profile with Full Width at Half 

Maximum (FWHM) equal to  in the  and  direction respectively and the 

energy spread . 

2.14 Experimental Setup 

An ionization chamber survey meter dosimeter is being used routinely for the 

experimental measurement of dose rate in the machine tunnel. The instrument 

consists of air-opened  large volume ionization chamber and low noise ampere 

meter circuit that provide high precision and a wide range of measurements of the 

ambient dose equivalent , directional dose equivalent  and their rates. 

Since ionization chamber is integrating device it can cope with high-frequency gamma 

and beta radiation pulses produced by RF gun beam. Technical specification of 

dosimeter is given in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Technical specifications of the survey meter 

Dose rate range 

Dose range 

 

 

Photon energy range 

Beta energy range 

 

 

Sensitive volume 

Lateral shielding 

Face entry window 

 

 

 

Accuracy 

Linearity 

 

 

Dose rate in the tunnel is obtained by measurement using STEP OD-01 survey 

meter dosimeter at several different locations. Figure 2.8 shows the schematic layout 
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of the tunnel of the AREAL and the locations where the dose rate was measured. 

AREAL linac with beam diagnostic system consists of the laser-driven RF gun, 

focusing solenoid, bending magnet, corrector magnet, Faraday Cups (FC) and YAG 

screen. One of FC is located at the end of the curved pipe after the vacuum window 

and the second one (an insert able FC and YAG screen) is installed after the bending 

magnet in the straight section. 

 

Figure 2.8: Layout of the AREAL linear in the horizontal (X,Z) plane Z axis points to 

the electron beam propagation primary direction. The red triangles show the positions 

of the dosimeter. 

The beam energy measurement has been conducted using -degree bending 

magnet, which is located after the focusing solenoid. The energy spread is calculated 

using a bunch horizontal size on the YAG screen. Table 2.3 gives the parameters of 

the electron beam obtained by beam diagnostic measurement when the dose rates in 

the tunnel have been measured.  

It is found out that the dose rate varies in the tunnel depending on whether the 

bending magnet is switched on or off. Therefore, two series of the dose rate 

measurement results have been obtained corresponding to two cases when the 

bending magnet is switched on and when it is switched off.  Figure 2.9 shows the 

measurement results in both straight and bent beams cases. The position of the exit of 

RF gun coincides with  coordinate. On each bar of the plot, the dosimeter 

position and dose rate values are indicated. 
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Figure 2.9: Measured dose for the various positions of the dosimeter corresponding to 

the straight beam (blue) and bent beam (red). 

2.15 FLUKA Simulation Results Comparison with Experiment 

Figure 2.10 shows the beam profile and the distribution of the energy 

distribution in three different positions. Figure 2.10a, 2.10c and 2.10e demonstrate the 

electron beam transverse profile evolution along the curved beam line. Figure 2.10a 

shows the profile of the initial electron beam (x, y) at the end of the RF gun. Figure 

2.10c depicts the 90-degree bent beam profile after bending magnet. Its horizontal 

width increased due to dispersion. Figure 2.10 e demonstrates beam profile in the 

cross-sectional plane of the FC located on the bent beam section at a  distance 

from the vacuum window inside the dump. Because of the interactions of the beam 

electrons in the  tick Titanium window  width air gap numerous halo 

electrons come to existence filling the beam pipe inner volume.  

Figure 2.10b, 2.10d and 2.10f demonstrate energy distribution of the electron 

beam at (mentioned above) three different positions. The histograms are normalized to 

the maximum of the first histogram (referring the primary beam). The bent beam 

(Figure 2.10d) contains only  of the initial number of the particles. Comparing 

Figure 2.11b with Figure 2.10d, one can conclude that -degree bending preserves 

the beam initial energy spread (FWHM is ). It can be seen that only  of initial 
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particles survive the interaction processes when the beam propagates through the 

Titanium window and  air layer. 

  

Fig. 2.10 a) The profile of the initial electron 

beam (x, y) at the end of the RF gun 

Fig. 2.10 b) The energy distribution of the 

electron beam at the end of the gun. 

  

Fig. 2.10 c) The beam profile in the plane of 

the YAG screen target located between 

bending magnet and the vacuum window. 

Fig. 2.10 d)The energy distribution of the 

electron beam at the YAG screen target 

located between the bending magnet and 

the vacuum window. 

  

Fig. 2.10 e) The beam profile in the cross-

sectional plane of the FC located on the 

bent beam section at a 20cm distance from 

vacuum window inside the dump. 

Fig. 2.10 f) The energy distribution of the 

electron beam at the FC located on the bent 

beam section at a 20cm distance from 

vacuum window inside the dump. 
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Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 illustrate that taking  RMS for beam energy 

spread in numerical simulations yields dose rates values closer to those of obtained by 

measurements. One of the reasons of some mismatch between measured and 

simulation results is the fact that it is virtually impossible to take into account the 

precision of some elements of geometry such as PC or cables and other infrastructure 

equipment in digital models. 

  

Figure 2.11:Calculated and measured dose rates in μSv/hr for some position of the 

dosimeter for the bent beam, when primary energy spread was (left) and when 

energy spread was  RMS (right). The horizontal axis is the distance from the gun 

exit in cm. 

  

Figure 2.12: Calculated and measured dose rates in μSv/hr for some position of the 

dosimeter for straight beam, when primary energy spread was (left) and when the 

energy spread was  RMS (right). The horizontal axis is the distance from the gun 

exit in cm. 
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2.16 Conclusions 

FLUKA simulations of the secondary radiation field at AREAL machine hall and 

experimental rooms were performed. Input parameters for the simulation beam derived 

from the beam diagnostic measurements (e.g. beam current is given by FC 

measurement). Radiation measurement was performed using ion chamber that can 

measure gamma, electron and positron fluxes produced by the pulsed source. Dose 

rate measurement results have been compared with the values of numerical 

simulations and satisfactory agreement has been found, thus validating the choice of 

the simulation method. Dose measurement data was used to improve the accuracy of 

the beam diagnostic data. Particularly, it was found that the beam initial energy spread 

was about . Dose rates continuous measurement with ion chamber helps monitor 

and control the radiation level. Radiation safety considerations imply monitoring and 

management of the radiation level within the machine hall and neighbouring rooms. At 

the current stage of the AREAL development, the beam energy is in the range of 

, well below the threshold of the neutron, production channel via giant dipole 

mechanism. Therefore, eventually, only gamma component of the penetrating radiation 

exists, taking into account electrons and positrons short paths at those energies. 

Numerical simulation and dose measurement gave data allowing the development of 

the necessary radiation shielding and protection walls and proved that radiation dose 

levels in the AREAL machine hall and experimental rooms conform the radiation safety 

requirements for equipment and personnel. 
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SUMMARY 

 FLUKA simulations of the secondary radiation field at AREAL machine hall 

and experimental rooms have been performed. Input parameters for the 

simulated beam have been derived from the beam diagnostic 

measurements. 

 Dose rate measurement results have been compared with the values of 

numerical simulations and satisfactory agreement has been found thus 

validating the choice of simulation method. 

 Dose measurement data were used to improve the accuracy of the beam 

diagnostic data. It was found particularly that the beam initial energy spread 

was about 1.5%.  

 Numerical simulation and dose measurement gave data allowing 

development of the necessary radiation shielding and protection walls to 

ensure that radiation dose levels in the AREAL machine hall and 

experimental rooms conform to the radiation safety requirements for 

equipment and personnel. 
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Chapter 3: The Radiation Exposure Time and Absorbed Dose 

Distribution for the Irradiation Experiments at the AREAL 

Electron Linac 

3.1 Introduction 

The paper concerns the study of the ~5 MeV electron beam interaction with the 

thin layer experimental sample at the AREAL electron linear accelerator. The 

necessary exposure time and the irradiation effects parameters calculations have been 

performed using measured parameters of the beam and numerical simulations 

applying particle transport code FLUKA [11]. Numerical simulations with FLUKA 

provide the estimation of the absorbed dose - the main parameter that defines the 

amount of the radiation-induced crystalline structure defects. Calculations have been 

conducted for the experimental study of the irradiation effects on the parameters of the 

ferromagnetic composition  - Barium-Strontium-Titanate (BST) thin 

film[95-99]. The main goal reached is the calculation of the required exposure time 

taking into account the beam intensity, energy, spatial and angular distributions, and 

experimental sample geometrical shape, size, composition, and disposition for 

obtaining the intended value of the absorbed dose. Beam parameters used for 

numerical simulations have been obtained from beam diagnostic measurements. 

Ferroelectric thin films, particularly BS-based ones, have wide applications in 

multifunctional microelectronic devices [22-23]. The electric, dielectric, and Ferro-

electric characteristics of these thin films can be modified via electron irradiation 

leading to microelectronic devices new performance [24–28]. The BST thin films have 

a low-frequency dependence of the relative permittivity and dielectric losses. Those 

dependencies can be substantially changed by the samples electron irradiation 

producing thin films with the properties adapted to the requirements of the application. 

The 4 MeV electron beam irradiation effects on the electric, dielectric, and ferroelectric 

properties of the BST film-based sensor (Figure3.1) have been studied in the 

frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. 
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An experimental study has been carried out at the AREAL linear accelerator 

aiming at the investigation of the effect of the irradiation by the 4.2 MeV electron beam 

on the electrical properties of the ferroelectric composition  (BST). The 

paper is focused on the methods of the calculation of experimental sample irradiation 

parameters based on the beam parameters measurement and numerical simulation 

study of the electron beam interaction with the BST material thin layer (Table 3.1). 

 

 

Material Thickness 

Ba75Sr25TiO3 300 µm 

SiO2 500 µm 

p-Si 0.6 mm 

 

Figure 3.1: Structure and parameters of the 

experimental sample 

Table 3.1: Structure of the experimental 

sample 

The experimental sample consists of three thin layers of a rectangular cross-

section with different sizes and chemical composition (BST, SiO2 and p-conductivity 

Silicon). Figure 3.1 shows the parameters and the layer structure of materials.  

AREAL electron linac can produce clean and controllable 2-5 MeV electron 

beam with 10- 250 pC bunch charge and 1- 50 Hz repetition rate [71]. 

The duty factor  is the fraction of operating time during which the accelerator 

is actually producing radiation, which can reach to  for the  AREAL linac first 

stage installation. It is the product of pulse repetition rate  (in Hz) and pulse length  

(in seconds): 

. 

The main parameters of the electron beam can be monitored and manipulated 

to apply precise irradiation dose for the experimental sample. Main parameters of the 

AREAL electron beam are presented in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2:  AREAL beam parameters 

Energy  2–5 MeV 

Bunch charge 10–250 pC 

Bunch length 0.4–9 ps 

Norm. emittance ≤ 0.5 mm-mrad 

RMS energy spread ≤1.5 % 

Repetition rate 1–50 Hz 

3.2 Beam Diagnostic Measurements 

Advanced Research Electron Accelerator Laboratory (AREAL) based on 

photocathode RF gun is being constructed at CANDLE. 

 The AREAL RF photo gun experimental operation provides the electron 

bunches with 4.2 MeV energy and 250 pC beam charge. The gun section contains the 

focusing solenoid, magnetic spectrometer, horizontal/vertical corrector magnet, 

Faraday Cups (FC) and YAG screens with cameras. The charge of individual bunches 

was measured using two FCs.  

 

Figure 3.2: Electron beam profiles downstream to photo-injector measured by YAG 

screen system at straight section(left) and at spectrometer section (right). 
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Figure 3.3: The profile of the electron beam along the horizontal and vertical axes 

perpendicular to the beam direction at the beam pipe window. 

The beam energy and the energy spread measurements have been performed 

using the magnetic spectrometer located after the gun focusing solenoid. The 

spectrometer consists of 90° bending dipole magnet and the YAG screen. The beam 

absolute energy is determined by measuring the bunch position with respect to the 

central trajectory, which was calibrated with particle tracking simulations using the 

measured dipole magnetic field distribution. The energy spread is evaluated using the 

bunch horizontal profile at the YAG screen.  

Figure 3.2 presents the 250 pC charge beam profile at the YAG screens located 

downstream to the injector. The corresponding beam energy is about 4.2 MeV and the 

energy spread is below 2%. Beam transverse profile measurements results have been 

used (Figure 3.3) to calculate absorbed dose spatial distribution. The particles energy 

spread is dominated by an uncorrelated contribution, which is decreasing during 

acceleration inversely proportional to beam energy. 

The barium strontium titanate ceramics has been irradiated by 4.2 MeV electron 

beam at the AREAL. The samples were exposed to the electron beam at a distance of 

3cm from the exit port. 
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3.3 Numerical Simulation with FLUKA 

Absorption dose in the sample through the electron has been calculated using 

the particle transport simulation code FLUKA. The results of beam diagnostic 

measurements used for simulations include: 

a) Beam current measurements by Faraday cup 

 b) Beam transverse profile monitoring by YAG screen and camera station 

 c) Focusing solenoid magnet current adjustment and definition of the beam 

minimal spot size 

d) Beam energy/momentum measurement by spectrometer consisting of dipole 

magnet and YAG screen system.  

Figure 3.2 shows that the beam has a Gaussian distribution of electrons along 

horizontal and vertical directions, i.e. perpendicular to the beam direction. Default 

function of FLUKA does not let to simulate the beam with required parameters. The 

default function is designed to calculate physical quantity per electron that gives only 

integral values of absorbed dose. Therefore, a custom user routine was programmed 

in FORTRAN language. The program is able to generate the beam with the 

parameters and distributions that is actually available at AREAL linear accelerator. 

Figure 3.5 shows the profile of the electron beam, used for the FLUKA simulations.  

It was obtained from the FLUKA numerical simulations that the number of 

electrons incident on the experimental sample is 58.65 percent of the electrons beam 

that has reached the beam pipe exit port. Missing electrons have been absorbed by 

the 50 microns tick titanium exit window while traveling the distance of 3 cm in the air. 

Only 12.66 percent of the electrons that reached the BST layer have been scattered 

within the layer volume. Most of the electrons passed through the material without any 

interaction. Figure 3.4 shows the electron energy distribution changein the result of the 

interactions of the electron beam with the BST layer. Distribution curve shift towards 

lower energies corresponds to the energy loss within the BST layer. 
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Figure 3.4: Electron beam energy spectrum before (circles) and after (triangles) 

interaction with the BST layer obtained by numerical simulation. Distributions are 

normalized per primary. 

It can be seen that the energy losses of those electrons that interact with the 

matter are insignificant compared to their initial energy. Figure 3.5a presents the 

absorbed dose (per electron) distribution along beam direction within the BST layer. 

The total absorbed dose in Ba75Sr25TiO3 is 3.48 ×10
-8

Gy per electron per second. In 

Figure 3.5b dose distribution in whole experimental sample setup including all layers is 

depicted whereas in Figure 3.5a dose distribution only in Ba75Sr25TiO3 . 
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Figure 3.5a: Absorbed dose (unit: Gray = 1 J/kg) calculated distribution within the BST 

layer. The Z points to the beam direction. 

 

Figure 3.5b: Dose distribution in all three layers of experimental setup per primary 

particle. Spike corresponds to Ba75Sr25TiO3 . 
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Figure 3.6: Measured dependence of dielectric permittivity on frequency for 

unirradiated and electron-irradiated  thin films. 

3.4 Dielectric Properties of BST Thin Films 

The variation of room temperature dielectric permittivity with frequency for 

unirradiated and electron irradiated (for delivered dose of 0.38, 0.76 and 1.71 Gy) 

 thin films are as shown in Figure 3.6. There is a remarkable change in 

the dielectric permittivity behavior after irradiation with various delivered doses. The 

room temperature dielectric permittivity of unirradiated BST thin films at 2kHz is 100. It 

has been observed to increase with the increase of delivered dose. The dielectric loss 

showed significant frequency dispersion for both unirradiated and electron irradiated 

films. Experimental measurements have been conducted using high resistance meter 

with the threshold of  and LCR meter with the frequency range up to1 MHz. 

3.5 Bio-medical Applications 

Innovative experimental in vitro investigations in radiobiology are of crucial 

importance for understanding the basic mechanisms of radiation damage of the cell. 

The 2–5 MeV energy AREAL ultra-short electron bunches are a very appropriate tool 

for precise and controllable studies in radiation biology and medical physics in a wide 

range of applied radiation doses [100-104]. 
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AREAL machine set-up provides a good basis for the facility development and 

the start-up of the first experiments. The facility has two in-air experimental stations H1 

and H2 for applied research in the fields of life and materials sciences. The first station 

H1 with a focused electron beam is located downstream of the linac. The second 

station H2 is designated for the electron energy correlated experiments and is located 

after the magnetic spectrometer in order to avoid the dark current effects. 

An important issue of the electron irradiation experiments is the spatial and 

absorbed (by sample) dose distributions. The experimental studies at AREAL have 

been supported by modeling the dose distributions using the FLUKA [32] code. The 

numerical simulations have been compared to the measurements. Fig. 3.7 shows the 

radiation field spatial distribution (experimental station H1) for the incident electron 

beam energy of 3.6 MeV and 250 pC charge. As is seen, the radiation is concentrated 

in the sample region. The simulated absorbed dose distribution at the experimental 

station H1 within the biological sample (water equivalent) along the horizontal and 

perpendicular axis of beam direction is given in Fig. 3.8. The calculated total absorbed 

dose for water-filled cylinder of 1 cm diameter and 2 cm length is 0.37 Gy, while the 

measured ambient dose equivalent in the vicinity of the biological sample is 0.34 Gy. 

The simulated and measured absorbed doses coincide within 10%. 

  

Figure 3.7 a: Radiation field spatial distribution at experimental station H1 (a) and (b) 

absorbed dose (unit: Gy/h) distribution within the biological sample along the horizontal 

axis pointing to beam direction 

a) b) 
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Figure 3.8: Absorbed dose (unit: Gy/h) distribution within the biological sample along 

the perpendicular. 
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SUMMARY 

 FLUKA simulations has been conducted aimed at calculation of the required 

exposure time to provide necessary irradiation dose for the given beam 

parameters (energy, current, spatial sizes and divergence). 

 Beam diagnostic measurements results have been combined with the 

experimental sample geometrical and composition parameters and digital 

simulations of the electronic beam interaction with the experimental 

equipment have been performed. 

 Absorbed dose spatial distributions within the volume of the experimental 

samples have been found via digital simulations. Calculated absorbed dose 

spatial distribution within the volume of the BST thin film has turned to be 

essentially uniform. 
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